ABSTRACT. The author continues to discuss this problem: given a nonzero nilpotent finite-dimensional associative algebra N over the perfect field k, describe the set of unital associative /r-algebras A satisfying the equation rad,4=JV, together with the "nowhere triviality" condition Ann^ N^N. In this paper the Lie homomorphism ô : SLie-^Der*; TV induced by bracketing (where A has Wedderburn decomposition as semidirect sum S+N) is studied as follows: (i) the kernel and image of ô are computed ; (ii) conditioning the derivation algebra Der fc TV conditions the semisimple S; (iii) for instance, Der fc TV solvable implies that S is a direct sum of fields ; (iv) those tori in Der fc N of the form OS are characterized in terms of their 0-weightspace in TV.
Introduction. For previous discussions, see Hall [2] and Flanigan
. Throughout, N is a given finite-dimensional nilpotent ^-algebra with k perfect. We seek those semisimple ^-algebras S which satisfy the following conditions.
(1.1) DEFINITION [1] . N accepts S as a nowhere trivial Wedderburn factor if there is a unital associative fc-algebra SA such that (i) Ac^N+S (Wedderburn decomposition), and (ii) SnAnn A 7V=(0).
Note that (ii) forces A to be finite dimensional, and that N^(0) implies S7*(0). In [1] we examined candidates S for acceptance by considering such invariants of N as its quotients N/N* and its graded form gr N. Now we utilize the Lie algebra Der fc N of ^-algebra derivations N-+N by noting that, if N accepts S as in (1.1), then there is a Lie homomorphism We are particularly interested in those S which are direct sums of fields. Reason: the center of every semisimple algebra accepted by TV would be of this type. These direct sums of fields are determined by the AM S {MOS) subject classifications (1970) . Primary 16A21,16A22; Secondary 16A58.
Copyright © American Mathematical Society 1974 "genus" of N ( §3). Thus, genus(iV)=0 means that the only 5, commutative or not, accepted by N is essentially that obtained by the wellknown process of adjoining a unity to N. In §4 we bound genus(N) in terms of the dimension of maximal tori in Der fc N and from this draw consequences for S. The family of examples in §5 shows that this upper bound on genus (TV) may or may not be attained for a given N, and if not, it is because there exists an abelian *S Lie and Lie homomorphism »S Lie -> Der fc iV which is not induced by bracketing (see (1.2) ) in an associative A-N+S. Finally, we identify those tori ("Peirce tori") in Der fc N which are of the form <5(»S Lle ) i n terms of the associative algebra structure of their O-weightspaces in N ( §6). The Peirce tori are those whose weightspace decomposition of N is essentially a Peirce (idempotent) decomposition in the classical sense.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful conversations and correspondence with Robert Kruse, George Leger, and James Malley.
2. The Lie homomorphism ô. It often makes good sense to specify that (i) N is indecomposable (into two-sided ideals) as a ^-algebra, and that (ii) the semisimple ^-algebra S is split over k 9 that is, S is an ideal direct sum of total matrix algebras M(r a9 k) of rank r a with all entries in k. This latter is always the case if k is algebraically closed. If N accepts a maximal (see [1] ) split S, does the map ô always send the center of S into the solvable radical of Der^iV? An affirmative answer would yield a much more severe constraint on S. This would be reflected in statement (iii) of Theorem (4.1), where the integer t(N) could then be replaced by a smaller and better understood number, the dimension of a maximal torus in the solvable radical of Der^. N.
where e a is the unity element of M(r a9 k); (iii) S is a direct sum of copies ofk, that is, all r a =l if and only if the image of ô is a torus in

Genus(iV) and t(N).
The genus will provide a measure of the "fineness" of the Peirce decompositions which N admits. 5. An illustration. This family of algebras will provide counterexamples to the converses of certain assertions in (2.1) and (4.1). Let char k^2 and, for each r in k 9 let N T be the 3-dimensional A>algebra with basis x 9 y, z and multiplication xy=z 9 yx=rz 9 and all other products of basis elements zero. Note that (JV T ) 3 =(0), so that N T is associative, nilpotent, and indecomposable.
The following assertions about N T are easily verified. 
